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To each his own Nietzsche. With this sentence 

one could start yet another discussion on this 
famous and famed thinker. Given the 
staggering number of works about him it is 

essential to raise the question: which 
Nietzsche should one read first? Should one 

read Nietzsche’s own prose first, or should one 
first read works by other authors who have 
written about him? And which work and by 

which author? The problem is all the more 
serious as there are no two works, no two 

authors among tens of thousands that are in 
agreement on the same interpretation of 

Nietzsche’s ideas. Of course, the same remark 
could be leveled against my own 
interpretations of Nietzsche.  

Dr. Tomislav Sunic was born in 
Zagreb, Croatia in 1953. He 
holds a doctorate in Political 
Science from the University of 
California at Santa Barbara. 
Dr. Sunic gives lectures around 
the world and has authored 
several other books, including 
Homo Americanus: Child of the 
Postmodern Age (2007) and 
Against Democracy and 
Equality: The European New 

Right (Arktos, 2011), which deal with themes articulated 
in Titans are in Town (Arktos, 2017). He lives in Zagreb. 

My understanding, interpretation and choice of 
words regarding Nietzsche’s thoughts may be 

different from those of other authors who 
claim to be his best interpreters. 

Consequently, I may be accused of using 
interpretations that may not be shared by 
Nietzsche or his countless interpreters. 

What needs to be highlighted, however, is the 
link established by Nietzsche between 

Christian values and their secular offshoots 
used now by the ruling class in the West as a 

legal and psychological basis for the arrival of 
non-European migrants into Europe. The 
System, through its sermons about human 

rights, whose ideological origins go back to 
early Christianity, is quite successful in 

destroying European peoples and cultures. 

Aside from being an influential philosopher 
Nietzsche was also a philologist who 

understood well the subtleties of political 
language. Therefore, one should first single 

out some of his words and find out their 
conceptual equivalents in the French and in 
the English languages today, especially in the 

realm of higher education and high-level 
political rhetoric. One must keep in mind that 

his denunciations of Christian morality are 
contrasted with his praise of combative virtues 

of the old Greco-Roman “virtù” stripped of any 

modern “(moralinfreie Tugend) [i]. Nietzsche 
invented the word “moraline” in order to 
combat the excessive moralizing of the Church 

and the ruling class of this time. Strangely 
enough the word “moraline” is never used 

today in the modern German language, having 
also no adequate substitute in the English 
language. The great  German-American 

connoisseur and  translator of Nietzsche, H.L. 
Mencken translated “moralinfreie Tugend ” as 

“free of moral acid.” By contrast, modern 
French nationalists, when deriding the fake 

news of the modern System, often resort to 
the original German “moraline.” In the USA, 
however, this word could be substituted by its 

conceptual equivalent of “virtue-signalling.” 

When transposed into our own language 

Nietzsche’s words read like a harsh 
condemnation of the modern System with its 
invocations of words such as “humanity,” 

“peace” and “tolerance.” The goal of the 
System is to force citizens of European 

extraction to become prey to perpetual 
feelings of guilt. This is how Nietzsche 
predicted the modern unfolding of the System 

hundred and thirty years ago: 

Almost everywhere in Europe today, there is a 
morbid over-sensitivity and susceptibility to pain, 
as well as an excessive amount of complaining and 

an increased tenderness that wants to dress itself 
up as something higher, using religion as well as 
bits and pieces of philosophy— there is a real cult 
of suffering. [ii] 

In addition to his denunciation of Christian 

morality Nietzsche levels harsh criticism 
against Christian providentialism which 
manifests itself today in the gregarious spirit 

of mass democracy. Of course, the System 
needs to sugarcoat modern, secularized 

versions of Christian teachings in the mystique 
of human rights, in the myth of 
multiculturalism, in the decrees on race-

mixing, and in the usage of politically correct 
verbiage. Pity for those who failed, for lowlifes, 

for criminals, including illegal Third World 
migrants in search of a better life in Europe, 

has become a mandatory vogue in political 
and media outlets. Professor Pierre Chassard, 
who could be ranked as first among French 

“New Right” interpreters of Nietzsche, defines 
Nietzsche’s criticism of Christian 

providentialism: “The wretched of the Earth, 
who are nailed to the cross, may be the only 
fortune tellers. Life misfits may be the elect of 

heaven. Only they are the good guys and 

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn1
https://en.metapedia.org/wiki/H._L._Mencken?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=f0c3926cb8aa3db53ad34404f97767d0d2ca7856-1585069176-0-AXysbiWpCHti_purfZ_gxyUokzJ4IvymOzKgqw1SI5nvbjjdJpXPC76PgJNTfBoehNPQYSqMPzAEvbsr8ylFXWcOTYfLoAm1khBzz9Onnl0DPOCzd-69HrwIdtcSOJFABk85U5htI_UKMcKqPLy1M_uetaG1G9djzWmOQZSTjOG16KQ7K8UyaYF_gN6a70mNTkanUaTaNi2WdQA_z8Cp9YtGujXT1PfkNSFd2_Qh6nUJivZWAYj38dNBS5NqKGUtMoW925MSKj1_7ylwmk_g1i1m0EzcEp4CAxOobVYAUMxg
https://en.metapedia.org/wiki/H._L._Mencken?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=f0c3926cb8aa3db53ad34404f97767d0d2ca7856-1585069176-0-AXysbiWpCHti_purfZ_gxyUokzJ4IvymOzKgqw1SI5nvbjjdJpXPC76PgJNTfBoehNPQYSqMPzAEvbsr8ylFXWcOTYfLoAm1khBzz9Onnl0DPOCzd-69HrwIdtcSOJFABk85U5htI_UKMcKqPLy1M_uetaG1G9djzWmOQZSTjOG16KQ7K8UyaYF_gN6a70mNTkanUaTaNi2WdQA_z8Cp9YtGujXT1PfkNSFd2_Qh6nUJivZWAYj38dNBS5NqKGUtMoW925MSKj1_7ylwmk_g1i1m0EzcEp4CAxOobVYAUMxg
https://www.holybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/Nietzsche-Beyond-Good-and-Evil.pdf
https://www.holybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/Nietzsche-Beyond-Good-and-Evil.pdf
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others are the bad guys.”[iii] The list of self-

engineered misfits could grow longer if one 
were to add numerous White politicians and 
academics burdened by self-hate and choosing 

therefore to become purveyors of the dogma 
of interchangeability of peoples, races, and 

genders. Such a self-hating behavior, of which 
Nietzsche was the first critic, is today the 
trademark of the System. 

One could start with the expression “the great 
replacement.” This wording, coined by the 

writer Renaud Camus, is deemed unworthy by 
the System.[iv] Nonetheless, although Camus’ 

book is very useful, its title may be subject to 
misunderstanding. Instead of the expression 
“the great replacement,” one is tempted to use 

a more specific expression: “the great 
invasion.” However, even the term “invasion” 

harks back to the notion of the political of the 
previous centuries when its use was generally 
accompanied by an armed conflict—which is 

not the case for the time being with the floods 
of non-Europeans who are being adorned by 

the Western media with the sentimental title 
“refugees.” Understandably, the System and 
its scribes must avoid the usage of the terms 

“invasion” or “replacement,” preferring instead 
the romantic expressions such as “cultural 

enrichment” or “diversity”—terms which went 
global after having first appeared in the 
American language in the 80s of the previous 

century. Moreover, even if one were to agree 
on the label “invasion” when describing Afro-

Asian migrants on their way to Europe, the 
choice of this word would take us far off into 
the field of polemology, a subject that can be 

tackled only in passing. 

According to Nietzsche the moralization of 

politics leads to chaos which he labels with the 
word “democracy.” It is incumbent therefore 
upon his readers to study the effects of 

democracy peddled globally by the System if 
one was to grasp the incoming tide of chaos. 

To that effect it suffices to listen to the 
hypermoralistic language of the ruling class in 
order to realize that the true goal of their 

political experiments—dubbed “democracy” 
and “diversity”—is nothing else but a gigantic 

hoax. The outpouring of hypermoralistic 
narratives among Euro-American leaders, 

other than serving as a legal smokescreen for 
humanitarian actions on behalf of non-
European migrants, also functions as a grand 

cover up for the repression against 
independent thinkers. 

In Bismarck’s Germany at the end of the 

nineteenth century, Nietzsche did not need to 
confront mass migratory inflows of non-
Europeans. Much earlier, however, he had 

grasped the origins and the global dynamics of 
the hypermoralistic mindset that had already 

taken root among politicians and intellectuals 
of his time—either in its liberal version or in its 
crypto-communist form. That early 

bourgeoning hypermoralistic endeavor, whose 
goal was the creation of the best of all worlds, 

or the shining communist futures, was bound 
to lead, a hundred years after Nietzsche’s 

death, to multicultural chaos observed today. 

It is pointless to scorn migrants, the majority 
of whom are Muslim non-Europeans, without 

however deciphering moralistic, globalist, 
altruistic and ecumenical ideas that have been 

peddled around by the Church over the last 
two thousand years. It was Nietzsche’s merit 
to be the first to grasp that all our current 

political concepts, all abnormalities in the 
liberal system are just secular derivatives of 

Christian thought, “where(by) this morality is 
increasingly apparent in every political and 
social institution; the democratic movement is 

the heir to Christianity.”[v] 

In the System today, which claims to be the 

best, any criticism of parliamentary 
democracy, or multiculturalism, let alone of 
miscegenation, is bound to enter the 

framework of the penal code or the 
demonology of its mainstream media 

executioners. While on the one hand the 
System prides itself on being tolerant, claiming 
to extend unrestricted voice even to its critics, 

while hiding behind the words of tolerance, 
diversity and humanism, on the other, it 

exerts total control of its population—a 
phenomenon hitherto unseen in the entire 
history of the West. From the point of view of 

modern languages, from the point of view of 
the notion of the political, the System is 

succeeding in reversing real European values 
and replacing them with surreal ones. Within 
the framework of these new moralizing and 

ecumenical values, described by Nietzsche and 
transposed now into the modern System, it 

can be expected that non-European masses 
entering Europe, will describe themselves as 

“poor refugees.” Incidentally, the term 
“refugees” is not of their choice; it is being 
bestowed on them by the System and its 

sycophant media. 

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn3
http://www.renaud-camus.net/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn4
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn5
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This is how professor Alfred Baeumler, one of 

Nietzsche’s disciples in the first part of the 
twentieth century and later to become a high-
ranking academic in National Socialist 

Germany, depicts the nihilistic message 
inherent in the language of liberal democracy 

in Europe between the two wars. 

Nihilism, chaos, is the inevitable consequence of 
the belief in harmony without struggle, a belief in 
indiscriminate (gegensatzlos) order. True order 

only arises from the power relationship spawned 
by the will to power … . Only chaos is inhumane. 
The rule of tolerance and moral ideas, of reason 
and of compassion, in short of “humanity,” always 
leads to inhumanity. [vi] 

*   *   * 

Doubling down on his exotic Doppelganger 

As a follow-up to such hypermoralistic 
endeavors conducted by the System one can 

observe its politicians being more and more 
inclined toward splitting their own selves — a 
process which they subsequently project on 

non-European migrants who are cherished 
now as the beacon of progress and innocence. 

Such a process of White self-denial is 
especially visible in Germany, a country which 
in 1945 was forced to remake its identity. As 

an illustration of German split-mindedness or 
“dopplengaegertum,” one could mention 

several authors of fantastic tales at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century who, by 
indirection, best predicted the fractured 

identity of Europeans and especially the 
German people two hundred years later. A 

good example is the famous horror story 
writer E. T. A. Hoffmann and his novella The 
Sand Man. [vii] The main character of his tale 

falls in love with a machine which resembles 
an attractive woman he had previously 

fabricated in his self-delusional mind. Toward 
the end of the tale the imaginary woman-
automaton pushes the unfortunate hero to 

suicide. Today, we are witnessing a similar 
mechanical and suicidal fixation by great many 

German and European politicians, who, as a 
rule, must pretend to be enamored with 
fictitious and exotic Third World migrant 

imagery, and who are overjoyed at the 
thought of demolishing their own identity and 

replacing it with the newly borrowed make-
believe Afro-Asian identity. This time around, 

however, men of the System are not only 
being themselves physically replaced by real 
Afro-Asian migrants; they themselves yearn to 

replace their original White identity by non-
White surreal supra-identity. 

One can provide some crass examples of such 

a mimetic Double while studying European 
politicians and their penitential pilgrimages to 
the holy places of world politics, namely 

Washington, Brussels and Tel Aviv. The 
Germans, however, must perform an 

 additional station of the cross by paying a 
penitential visit to Israel and recite a 
diplomatic chorus of mea culpa sermons. Two 

years ago, when German Chancellor Merkel 
visited Israel, she declared that “being aware 

of this responsibility (the Nazi crimes against 
the Jews, N.A.) is part of our national 

identity.”[viii] Without its Double, that is, 
without the forceful embrace of the Other, who 
was once either denied or colonized, the 

System and its do-gooders could not survive. 

In the same vein, European politicians and 

intellectuals imagine themselves to be morally 
obliged to double down on their moralizing 
fervor on behalf of non-Europeans, assuming 

that they will thus better eliminate any 
external suspicion of their alleged neo-fascist 

or right-wing feelings, or better shed the label 
of their post-colonial crypto-nostalgia. 
Naturally, one could argue a lot about the 

benefits of this new doppelgangertum of 
European politicians, which has resulted in 

increased self-hatred, self-censorship and 
hypertrophy of false morals toward exotic 
strangers. Nietzsche grasped well this self-

castrating mindset which has become today 
the main guideline of the System. 

With respect to this entire kind of priestly 
medication, the “guilty” kind, any word of criticism 
is too much. … One should at least be clear about 
the expression “be of use.” If by this one intends 
to express that such a system of treatment has 
improved man, then I will not contradict: I only 

add what “improve” means for me — the same as 
“tamed,” “ weakened,” “discouraged,” 

“sophisticated,” “pampered,” “emasculated” 
(hence always the same as injured).[ix] 

The search for the mimicked Double, observed 

among Western rulers, has reached by now 
pathological proportions. EU politicians must 
double down on their benevolence towards 

Afro-Asian migrants in order to better rid 
themselves of possible charges of would-be 

anti-Semitism or of being guilt-free for their 
colonialist and racialist past. In the majority of 
cases, however, such mimetic behavior is the 

natural consequence of the Allied re-education 
since 1945, the aim of which was and still is 

the creation of new European species. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Baeumler
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn6
https://almabooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/The-Sandman-Excerpt.pdf
https://almabooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/The-Sandman-Excerpt.pdf
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn7
https://fr.timesofisrael.com/la-chanceliere-allemande-angela-merkel-a-auschwitz-pour-la-premiere-fois/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn8
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn9
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In this essay on Nietzsche one cannot dispense 

with the name of the German anthropologist 
Arnold Gehlen who wrote that “the 
hypertrophy of morality occurs when we 

accept each human being in his humaneness 
only, and provide him in this capacity with the 

highest rank of existence.”[x] Gehlen was 
perhaps the best connoisseur of Nietzsche 
during the cold war era, despite the fact that 

his analyses of the pathology of self-induced 
hypermoralism of German politicians had 

earned him lots of enemies on the Left and a 
great deal of ire among Frankfurt School 

reeducators. The moral hypertrophy of the 
early postwar System he describes is now 
being duplicated by European and US rulers 

and their “fake news” servicemen, both 
attempting to silence any voice of White 

dissent. 

Neither is the Catholic Church and the papists 
the world over lagging behind. The most 

recent in the line of the moraline combat is 
Pope Francis with his sermons on the rights of 

immigrants and with his homilies that 
“migrants are the symbol of all those excluded 
from the globalized society .”[xi] When 

listening to Pope’s urbi and orbi, it is worth 
studying the reaction of would-be Afro-Asian 

migrants. Despite their modest IQ, they are 
not stupid. They know that they have powerful 
allies, not only in anti-fascist circles but also 

among the high Catholic clergy, both in the 
United States and in Europe. 

Surely, George Soros and a host of left-leaning 
NGOs can be criticized for facilitating the 
flooding of the West by African and Asian 

migrants. However, the fact remains that 
African and Asian migrants follow only the 

unilateral welcoming calls from European 
politicians whose words had the prior blessing 
of the Pope and the high Catholic clergy. The 

latter is always diligent when mobilizing for 
migrants shelters or “sanctuary cities” – a 

gesture which only redoubles migrants’ 
appetite.[xii] In fact, the Church operates 
today as a sort of a counter-power vis-à-vis 

the actual legal power in place, which in any 
case is very lax with regard to migrants’ 

arrivals. 

Beyond the moralizing phrases about the 

benefits of multiculturalism and miscegenation 
propagated by the System and the Church, the 
iron laws of biology and heredity cannot be 

ignored. In the years to come the states of the 

European Union will be exposed to 

multireligious and multiracial conflicts among 
and between new non-European migrants, 
conflicts of great magnitude and long duration. 

By their obsessive politics of self-denial, 
European countries, with Germany at the 

helm, will hardly be able to cope not just with 
the great replacement, but also with internal 
conflicts between diverse ingroups of non-

European migrants themselves. Contrary to a 
wide misconception among EU leaders and 

many academics, racial intolerance and 
xenophobia is by no means the privilege of 

White nationalists. Racial pride and racial 
exclusiveness are by no means the monopoly 
of the White European stock. Low-level 

conflicts between and among nationals of 
Asian origin and nationals of sub-Saharan 

origin now residing in the West, will have a 
bright future. Worse, side by side with various 
moralizing social justice warriors and anti-

fascist squads, the System won’t be able to 
persuade migrants to embrace the same 

liberal ukases, the same legal standards, the 
same scholastic tests, nor the same Western 
political concepts. Liberal rules and 

regulations, when forced upon non-White 
migrants, will always remain unacceptable to 

them. Thus, in the name of “diversity” the 
System keeps destroying not only the identity 
of European peoples, but also the identity of 

non-European newcomers. 

Sooner or later multicultural states break up 

and terminate their trajectory in civil wars. 
Also, within the great replacement overhaul 
underway now, interracial wars among non-

European migrants will be aggravated by large 
demographic changes. In addition, these 

hybrid civil wars looming large in the West 
now, will be accompanied by an increase in 
victimhood narratives by different tribes and 

ethnicities residing in Europe, each claiming, of 
course, the first place on the victimhood list. 

Mutual distrust, followed by the decline in civic 
solidarity and the dissolution of political order 
will become the order of the day. The 

hypermoralizing and masochistic antics of 
White politicians, among whom the German 

politicians are doing the surplus overbidding, 
are the logical outcome of the culture of guilt 

inherited from the fascist, colonial, Ustasha or 
National Socialist past. Following the incessant 
incantations by the System of “mea culpa, 

mea maxima culpa” – what would Nietzsche 
now say about our fatality? Long ago his 

https://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Arnold_Gehlen?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=02d0fa799442c147cb96baaba0a68b35e4c91c9a-1584460230-0-ATFS3KAX-8wk1xnXHtfcJS76l9KnjBujfgRhcSapE9zPZBLabsP2pjf-UY0iTmJ2uQo5M_4Oa2HN1eMITUaa9AOl4MKaGps59wM6bfj3OGFKL-tMxpBp4nXZtDpDeNucimvjwcXxjbN8yVOjynNtebsJ_7sRQ1y_nDPNyVU-D_2jqeYiyG1_iNimGkHaW8AC-VWcMkwVThONS0JwQ9-GuhDgNIcKuiWOh32utuI3AptNJXvePUdKHMhwcFpxpz7xdkg4Ys-cixRaUSGzOZhiVvvcRs_znEzkvPmW883PXcqP
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn10
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2019/07/08/le-pape-francois-les-migrants-sont-le-symbole-de-tous-les-exclus-de-la-societe-globalisee_5486931_3212.html
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn11
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2017/04/29/non-white-migrants-and-the-catholic-church-the-politics-of-penitence/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn12
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/52190/52190-h/52190-h.htm#WHY_I_AM_A_FATALITY
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answer was clear enough: ” There will come a 

day when my name will recall the memory of 
something formidable — a crisis the like of 
which has never been known on earth.”[xiii] 

---------------------------------------------------- 
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HHG 
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https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_edn13
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref1
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref2
https://www.holybooks.com/wpcontent/uploads/Nietzsche-Beyond-Good-and-Evil.pdf
https://www.holybooks.com/wpcontent/uploads/Nietzsche-Beyond-Good-and-Evil.pdf
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref3
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref4
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref5
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref6
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref7
https://almabooks.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/The-Sandman-Excerpt.pdf
https://almabooks.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/The-Sandman-Excerpt.pdf
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref8
https://fr.timesofisrael.com/la-chanceliere-allemande-angela-merkel-a-auschwitz-pour-la-premiere-fois/
https://fr.timesofisrael.com/la-chanceliere-allemande-angela-merkel-a-auschwitz-pour-la-premiere-fois/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref9
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref10
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref11
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2019/07/08/le-pape-francois-les-migrants-sont-le-symbole-de-tous-les-exclus-de-la-societe-globalisee_5486931_3212.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2019/07/08/le-pape-francois-les-migrants-sont-le-symbole-de-tous-les-exclus-de-la-societe-globalisee_5486931_3212.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2019/07/08/le-pape-francois-les-migrants-sont-le-symbole-de-tous-les-exclus-de-la-societe-globalisee_5486931_3212.html
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref12
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2017/04/29/non-white-migrants-and-the-catholic-church-the-politics-of-penitence/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2017/04/29/non-white-migrants-and-the-catholic-church-the-politics-of-penitence/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2017/04/29/non-white-migrants-and-the-catholic-church-the-politics-of-penitence/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/#_ednref13
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/52190/52190-h/52190-h.htm#WHY_I_AM_A_FATALITY
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/52190/52190-h/52190-h.htm#WHY_I_AM_A_FATALITY
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2020/03/25/nietzsche-%e1%9b%a3-1900-2020-system-virtue-signaling-vs-the-great-replacement/
https://www.amazon.com/TomislavSunic/e/B001KHWHHG
https://www.amazon.com/TomislavSunic/e/B001KHWHHG
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THE COVID 19 CONFUSION 

 
Mark Knight in Herald Sun, 26 March 2020 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

2020 repeating 2001 
Peter J Bridge, Perth, Western Australia, 26 March 2020 

The release of a relatively benign coronavirus 
during a military exercise in the ongoing 
hybrid trade wars went live in a false flag 

operation to cover the greatest financial 
collapse in history – and the worst is yet to 

come.  

Is this also a gaming of control in the coming 
war? 

The corrupt economies of the western world 
are experiencing their Russia moment, having 

precariously survived the latter’s collapse by 
some 40 roller-coaster years. 

The same criminal degenerates who looted 

Russia are set to devour the USA and its 
satrapies. 

The ongoing excesses, nominally to control a 
mythical virus, will unleash great horrors on 
the world. Weimar style hyperinflation will be 

the worst, after forced vaccinations with 
contaminated concoctions. 

A simple litmus test of the lies of the political 
and medical mafias is their complete 
suppression of the well-known ability of IV 

Ascorbic acid to prevent and cure such 
diseases, usually within 24 hours. This has 

been thoroughly detailed in the medical 
literature for some 80 years. 

With the coming collapse of the banking 

system it is time to reinstate national banking 
which served us so well early in the 20th 

century, and America with Lincoln and other 
statesmen. 

_________________________________________________  
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https://www.weltwoche.ch/ausgaben/2020-13/inland/kraft-die-aus-den-bergen-kommt-die-weltwoche-ausgabe-13-

2020.html 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

https://www.weltwoche.ch/ausgaben/2020-13/inland/kraft-die-aus-den-bergen-kommt-die-weltwoche-ausgabe-13-2020.html
https://www.weltwoche.ch/ausgaben/2020-13/inland/kraft-die-aus-den-bergen-kommt-die-weltwoche-ausgabe-13-2020.html
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Climbing the Deadly Curves of COVID-19 and Capitalism 
By Priti Gulati Cox – Stan Cox, March 26, 2020 

 
An embroidery work illustrating the early course of the 
COVID-19 pandemic in the United  States—more images 
of which are posted here at the Sidewalk Museum of 
Congress—follows the exponential growth in number of 
confirmed cases. The cumulative number rose very slowly 
through February, reached 100 on March 2, then leaped 
to 1,000 by March 11 and blew past 10,000 a week later, 
on March 18. It took just six more days more to surpass 
50,000. 

By March 14, it had already become impossible to 

embroider fast enough to keep up with the 

exponential growth in cases. The embroidered 

work, halted at that time, is 17 feet long. Had it 

been possible to continue for one more week, it 

would have reached 155 feet in length. In one 

more week, it would have stretched a quarter mile. 

Given the woefully inadequate testing that has 

been done in the United States, we can be sure 

that actual numbers of people infected with the 

novel coronavirus are several to many times the 

numbers above. Dealing with this huge and 

growing catastrophe will be a grueling and tragic 

experience. 
Reverse Gears, Wrong and Right 

In the absence of effective action or coordination 

by the Trump administration, state and local 

governments in hard-hit U.S. locations are 

adopting drastic measures aimed at limiting 

transmission of the virus—policies that only weeks 

ago would have been unthinkable, given their 

impact on local economies. And people everywhere 

are acting on their own, staying home and keeping 

their money in their pockets. 

By throwing growth into reverse in all major 

economies, these governmental, collective, and 

personal actions aimed at slowing the spread of the 

virus have together accomplished what the Paris 

Agreement and other climate initiatives could not: 

a reduction in the rate of greenhouse emissions. 

This was no surprise. Past declines in economic 

activity, such as the worldwide financial crash and 

recession of 2008, also brought sharp but 

temporary emissions reductions. 

This sudden, dramatic economic retreat is 

illustrating on a world scale the well-known, tight 

link between nations’ or regions’ Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) and their greenhouse emissions. 

They rise and fall together.* 

The economic growth pursued in normal times by 

governments worldwide, like the increase in 

COVID-19 cases, follows an exponential curve. 

(The adjective “exponential” is too often 

misinterpreted as “really fast” when it actually 

indicates multiplicative, accelerating growth.) 

While existing in a wholly different time scale—3 

percent per year versus 30 percent per day for the 

virus—the kind of growth required to make 

capitalist economies happy is as dire a threat to 

humanity in the long run as the COVID-19 

pandemic will be in the short run. 

An unmanaged economic decline triggered by a 

pandemic is of course a terrible means of reining in 

greenhouse warming. Many millions of low-income 

and marginalized Americans will endure horrendous 

suffering and hardship in the coming months. 

Once this ordeal is finally over, economic activity 

will be restored, but that should be done in a way 

that achieves health and economic security for 

every household in the country, without returning 

the national economy to its insupportable 

expansionary path. 

Now it has become apparent that Donald Trump, 

more concerned about the stock market than the 

death toll, wants the country to go back to 

business-as-usual by Easter. The goal, shared by 

many red-state officials, would be to steepen the 

curve, not flatten it, getting the pandemic over with 

quickly so the crippled economy can supposedly get 

going again. 

The business-as-usual route, if followed, would 

cause unimaginable misery, creating a flood of 

critically ill patients by May-June, overwhelming the 

nation’s ICU-bed capacity 30 times over, and 

causing 2.2 million deaths. 

Fortunately, Trump won’t get his way. State and 

local governments will press ahead with policies to 

stem the pandemic. Most likely, the nation will 

become an unsatisfactory mosaic, as blue state 

governments continue working to flatten their 

curves (with no federal help) and red states allow 

their curves to steepen catastrophically. That will 

produce no national recovery from either COVID-19 

or the economic meltdown for the next year to year 

and a half. 

Meanwhile, there is already a scramble to restore 

economic growth by, in part, rescuing ecologically 

ruinous industries (air travel, cruises, oil and gas). 

If, post-pandemic, growth is restored, emissions of 

carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and other 

global-warming gases will return to their own 

dangerous growth trajectories. 

https://www.counterpunch.org/author/priti-gulati-cox-stan-cox/
https://pritigcox.wordpress.com/2020/03/22/covid-19-trump-45-lost-in-isolation/
https://pritigcox.wordpress.com/2020/03/22/covid-19-trump-45-lost-in-isolation/
https://www.aljazeera.com/ajimpact/coronavirus-curbing-carbon-emissions-200310205000051.html
https://www.jasonhickel.org/s/Hickel-and-Kallis-Is-Green-Growth-Possible.pdf
https://www.jasonhickel.org/s/Hickel-and-Kallis-Is-Green-Growth-Possible.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/24/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/sph/ide/gida-fellowships/Imperial-College-COVID19-NPI-modelling-16-03-2020.pdf
https://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/bracing-for-the-storm
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Exponential growth of 3 percent annually, if 

restored, would double the size of the world’s 

affluent economies within 25 years, supercharging 

global warming. (That will happen in the same 

decades during which the international scientific 

community says greenhouse emissions must be 

reduced to zero if catastrophic warming is to be 

avoided.) 
The Curtain Is Ripped Away 

Millions in the United States have been rendered 

especially vulnerable to the coronavirus’s 

exponential growth by steep declines in workers’ 

rights, the lack of economic security for low-income 

and marginalized communities, and, of course, the 

absence of a universal health-care system. These 

failures have resulted from the pursuit of 

exponential growth in private wealth for the 

affluent minority through exploitation of the 

majority. 

Both the virus and the economic impacts of efforts 

to contain the virus are laying bare the need for 

policies that shift economic power away from the 

owning and investing classes to the struggling 

majority and the public good. 

It is often said of the suffering and destruction 

caused by hurricanes and earthquakes that there is 

no such thing as a “natural disaster.” The trail of 

sickness and death being left by the COVID-19 

pandemic is likewise a highly unnatural disaster, a 

product of greed and exploitation. in the longer 

term, material resources and human labor must be 

directed not toward capital accumulation by the few 

but rather toward provision of basic needs and a 

good, healthy quality of life. 

A functional government in Washington, if we had 

one, could learn from this terrible episode that its 

primary goal can and must be to achieve economic 

sufficiency for all and excess for none while at the 

same time driving fossil-fuel extraction and use 

down to zero, by law and on a deadline. All of that 

will require redirecting the nation’s resources away 

from wasteful and superfluous production toward 

ensuring economic security and good quality of life 

for the nation’s non-affluent majority. 

Above all, COVID-19 has torn away the curtain of 

obfuscation and made the desperate need for 

publicly funded, universal health care and a robust 

public health system blindingly obvious. Amy 

Kapczynski and Gregg Gonsalves (professors of law 

and epidemiology, respectively, at Yale) recently 

wrote, “The Medicare for All component has been 

well mapped out, but less obvious, and just as 

crucial, is a new infrastructure of care. Envisioning 

a better, more just, and fairer response to 

coronavirus points us to what a new future would 

look like.” 

They continued: “Ten days ago we joined a group 

of experts in writing an open letter to our federal, 

state, and local leaders, setting out the vast range 

of responses that we need to quickly expand our 

social immunity and protect the most vulnerable. It 

highlights many of the things that we need to do, 

but also need to abstract from to bring about a new 

politics of care.” 

Spain is nationalizing all its private hospitals. The 

U.K. government has announced a plan to pay 80 

percent of wages of workers being laid off, to keep 

them in their jobs whether they can work or not. 

Meanwhile, the U.S. government is set to send big 

bailouts to Big Business while just nibbling around 

the edges of the hard-charging crisis that’s hitting 

ordinary people. 

As our country stumbles its way through the 

pandemic, Lucy Diavolo, an editor at Teen Vogue, 

has compiled stories of groups and communities 

from all over who are moving ahead on a broad 

front to keep society functioning and prevent a 

humanitarian crisis. 

Also check out the site It’s Going Down, a “digital 

community center for anarchist, anti-fascist, 

autonomous anti-capitalist and anti-colonial 

movements,” which offers a wide-ranging list of 

mutual aid groups mobilizing across the country in 

the time of COVID-19. These efforts are focused on 

people who are incarcerated, immunocompromised, 

economically insecure, homeless, isolated, 

homebound, and/or needing access to food or 

medicines. They are proliferating across the 

country, and we all should jump in. That is the kind 

of growth we need now. 
Notes. 

* Most “green growth” strategies depend on the 

assumption of rapid efficiency increases to reduce 

demand for energy and materials. But growth 

always undermines such efficiency gains. 

Improvements in the quantity of economic output 

per unit of resource input may impress at first, but 

they necessarily slow and eventually cease as they 

bump up against physical limits. As exponential 

economic growth proceeds, the material and 

energy resources required to support that growth 

will inevitably increase. See James Ward, Paul 

Sutton, Adrian Werner, Robert Costanza, Steve 

Mohr, and Craig Simmons, “Is Decoupling GDP 

Growth from Environmental Impact Possible?” PloS 

One 11 (2016): e0164733. The paper explains why 

the asymptotic efficiency curve becomes swamped 

by the exponential GDP-growth curve, concluding 

that “GDP ultimately cannot plausibly be decoupled 

from growth in material and energy use, 

demonstrating categorically that GDP growth 

cannot be sustained indefinitely. It is therefore 

misleading to develop growth-oriented policy 

around the expectation that decoupling is possible.” 

*https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/03/26/climbing-

the-deadly-curves-of-covid-19-and-capitalism/  

__________________________________________________  
 

http://www.ipcc.ch/sr15
https://bostonreview.net/class-inequality-science-nature/amy-kapczynski-gregg-gonsalves-alone-against-virus
https://bostonreview.net/class-inequality-science-nature/amy-kapczynski-gregg-gonsalves-alone-against-virus
https://www.sapiens.org/culture/natural-disaster-less-natural-than-you-think/
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2019-08-28/cap-and-adapt-a-failsafe-approach-to-the-climate-emergency/
https://bostonreview.net/class-inequality-science-nature/amy-kapczynski-gregg-gonsalves-alone-against-virus
https://law.yale.edu/sites/default/files/area/center/ghjp/documents/march6_2020_final_covid-19_letter_from_public_health_and_legal_experts_2.pdf
https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-spain-nationalises-private-hospitals-emergency-covid-19-lockdown-2020-3
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/the-chancellor-rishi-sunak-provides-an-updated-statement-on-coronavirus
https://www.teenvogue.com/story/people-fighting-coronavirus-mutual-aid-efforts-help-each-other
https://itsgoingdown.org/autonomous-groups-are-mobilizing-mutual-aid-initiatives-to-combat-the-coronavirus/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5065220/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/03/26/climbing-the-deadly-curves-of-covid-19-and-capitalism/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/03/26/climbing-the-deadly-curves-of-covid-19-and-capitalism/
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Trouble in Paradise  
HOLOCAUST REVISIONISTS vigorously disagree on 
fundamental matters – and – and – and COVID 19 

– and on that topic advice is aplenty, e.g. from 

Germany: 

Mit der Bitte, diese über alle verfügbaren 
Kommunikationskanäle und Sozialen Plattformen, an 
Nachbarn, Kollegen, Bekannte, Freunde und Verwandte 

weiterzuleiten  

Wie geht es die nächsten drei Wochen bis zu Ostern 

(Reinkarnation) mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit weiter  

1. Letzte Märzwoche: 
- Verhängung der bundesweit-optimalen Ausgangssperre 
- Weitgehende Einschränkung des Onlinehandels (außer 
Nahrung, Tiernahrung, Medikamente) 
- Limitierung und Zuteilung sämtlicher Treibstoffe an 
Privatpersonen und Firmen- Fahrzeuge (außer aller 

Notdienste) 
- Diverse Optionen ... 
2. Erste Aprilwoche: 
- Komplette Einstellung des Onlinehandels 
- Verbot des öffentlichen Tragens von (Schuss-)Waffen 
auch für WBK- und Waffenscheininhaber (außer 

Bundeswehr und MP) 
- Weitgehende Schließung von Tankstellen zuerst nachts 
und (später) tagsüber und Treibstoffzuteilung nur an 
Notdienste (Bewaffnete Bewachung der Tanken) 
- Komplette Einstellung der allgemeinen Postdienste, 
Paket- und Warenverkehre (außer Geburten, Notfall- und 
Sterbenotdienste) 

- Optionen ... 
3. Karwoche (Kar = "Schmerz") vor Ostern: 

- Komplettschließung aller Finanzinstitute 

- Komplettabschaltung der Bankomaten, Bankterminals, 
Paycards, NFC und des Onlinebankings 
- Schließung aller (!) Geschäfte und Apotheken außer 

Notdienste mit militärischer Bewachung 

- Absolutes Betretungsverbot und vollständige 
militärische Bewachung sämtlicher neuralgischer Orte 
und infrastrukturarischen Objekte (Airports, Bahnhöfe, E-
Werke, Gas-Werke, Wasserwerke, Waffen- und 
Sprengstoffdepots, Tunnel, Brücken, Schleusen, AKW's 
etc., Beschlagnahmung sämtlich relevanter KfZ-

Fuhrparks 
- Komplette Ausgangssperre für Personen und Tiere 
(außer Notdienste) 
- Ausrufung des militärischen Ausnahmezustandes 
- Abschaltung des mobilen Telefon- und Datenverkehrs 
(außer Notdienste) 
- Partielle Stillegung des Internets am Hauptknoten 

Frankfurt)Main 
- Öffentlicher Rücktritt sämtlicher Landesregierungen und 
Parlamente 
- Rücktritt der Bundesregierung/Auflösung des 
Bundestages 
- Partieller Stromblackout ist möglich 
- Ratifizierung des Inkraftsetzens des weltweiten 

Goldstandards im GESARA- SYSTEM durch die 
Unterschrift des POTUS 
- Information der Weltbevölkerung über alle Verbrechen 
gegen den Humanismus durch die Kabale über TV, Radio, 
Internet und die (SHAEF/SMAD-PRESSE) 
- Optionen ... 

Good Luck  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Battle-of-the-Wills among some Holocaust Revisionists 

Reader asks for response to Mike L. King 

Sunday, 8 March 2020 

Dear Mr. Hoffman, 

I for one appreciate your ongoing efforts to sift 

truth from falsehood about WWII, and would never 

send anyone, much less you, "hate mail".  I have 

copies of every (or nearly every) book you have 

written, and have actually read all (or most) of 

these pages, including your large volume on the 

Renaissance Church (which took part of my 

summer vacation from teaching in 2018).  I also 

have many back-issues of your revisionist 

newsletter that I have read, particularly those 

addressing various facets of the "Judaic" and 

"Talmudic" question, including all your past 

newsletters about Hitler.  Of course, in all these 

matters, you make a convincing case, at least to a 

non-historian like me (my PhD degrees are in 

Thomistic philosophy and in mathematics, so I 

appreciate logically argued theses, even in areas in 

which I lack any expertise whatsoever other than 

extra-curricular reading). 

However, I also respect Mike S. King and own most 

of his books as well, which are now (like yours) 

banned (at least the more controversial ones) on 

Amazon.  In his latest blog on his Tomato 

Bubble/Real History Channel website, he (for the 

first time in my recollection) explicitly takes direct 

issue with some of your interpretation(s) of Hitler's 

actions and character.   

For several years I have been trying to adjudicate 

this dispute between two historians whom I greatly 

admire for their non-PC fearlessness.  I am hoping 

that you will directly respond to some of King's 

points on which you two (as I am, both Catholic?) 

men disagree.  Of course, you concur on many 

points (for example, condemning the various lies 

surrounding the Holohoax version of Churchianity 

that kowtows to the likes of Deborah Lipstadt, as 

well as acknowledging the monstrosities 

perpetrated by Stalin and the secular saints 

Churchill and FDR), but I am right now requesting 

an open, no-holds bar debate between the two of 

you specifically on areas of disagreement, so these 

points of contention can be finally resolved in an 

open forum of rational discourse.  Since he recently 

opened the volley by referring to you by name (see 

SLANDERING HITLER FROM THE RIGHT, item 7 of 

10), perhaps it is your turn to return the fire, so to 

speak. 

Can I purchase any of your recent back-issue 

Revisioninst History newsletters that I might not 

have read?  I searched in vain for your archives 

https://www.realhistorychannel.org/slandering-hitler-from-the-right
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and online order form.  Perhaps you can direct me 

to the proper link. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincere best wishes, 

David L. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dear Mr. L. 

Thank you for your generous evaluation of my 

work. 

Mr. King’s Hitler veneration entails acceptance of 

Nazi propaganda about Hitler’s murder victims, 

including Gregor Strasser. On no evidence he 

accuses Gregor of plotting the overthrow of Hitler.  

He claims Gregor was part of his brother Otto’s 

political party; that is not true.  

He claims Otto supported Lenin and the Bolsheviks; 

also not true.  

He says the Strassers were "anti-business.” They 

were anti-usury. This had been Hitler’s platform, 

which he subsequently betrayed. Gregor never did 

betray it; that was his “crime." 

King says the Nazi Party gained power by popular 

vote. Not true.  

Where is there any proof a majority of the German 

people wanted Hitler in power at the turn of the 

years 1932/1933? The NSDAP still had no more 

than one-third of the electorate supporting them in 

that time period.  

Hitler gained power because President Paul von 

Hindenburg named him Chancellor of Germany, 

through the machinations of many forces, 

personified by Von Papen and German usurers such 

as Cologne banker Kurt von Schröder. 

As for Hitler’s invasion of Russia, he had been 

planning it since the 1920s, when no pretext about 

any imminent attack by Stalin existed. He despised 

the Slavs and wanted their land. 

Mr. King avoids how Hitler prosecuted the war in 

Russia — with gross, suicidal incompetence. He 

absolves Hitler of any blame for the massacre of 

hundreds of thousands of German military youth in 

Russia. It was all, in his words, “Franklin Demon 

Rosenfeld’s” fault. You may find such “arguments," 

accompanied by drawings of toilets, 
*https://www.realhistorychannel.org/slandering-hitler-

from-the-right , compelling, I do not. 

Frankly, I don’t see how Mr. King has credibility. He 

makes sloppy claims and numerous egregious 

errors in fact that have more in common with 

NSDAP disinformation than any documented 

history. He is preaching to the already convinced. I 

don’t see how he could persuade very many people 

who are not already predisposed to support Hitler. 

You can find more details about Hitler in my book, 

as well as in this essay: 

 “Documenting Hitler: Our Dissenting Enterprise"  
*https://revisionistreview.blogspot.com/2020/02/docu
menting-hitler-my-dissenting.html 

In response to your query, online archives for our 

Revisionist History® newsletters are here:  

*https://truthfulhistory.blogspot.com 

(P.S. You are free to share this missive with 

whomever you like). 

Sincerely, 

Michael Hoffman  
*www.RevisionistHistory.org 
Author page: 

*http://amazon.com/author/michael_hoffman 

Online bookstore: 

*http://www.revisionisthistory.org/page7/page7.html 

Blog: http://revisionistreview.blogspot.com  

E-Mail: hoffman[at]revisionisthistory.org 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

https://www.realhistorychannel.org/slandering-hitler-from-the-right
https://www.realhistorychannel.org/slandering-hitler-from-the-right
https://revisionistreview.blogspot.com/2020/02/documenting-hitler-my-dissenting.html
https://revisionistreview.blogspot.com/2020/02/documenting-hitler-my-dissenting.html
https://truthfulhistory.blogspot.com/
http://www.revisionisthistory.org/
http://amazon.com/author/michael_hoffman
http://www.revisionisthistory.org/page7/page7.html
http://revisionistreview.blogspot.com/
http://revisionisthistory.org/
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Michèle Renouf Trial Date Set – 

Dresden, 15th May 2020 

 
“Michèle, your fearless and direct utterances in 

Dresden, unfortunately, forbidden to all Germans, 

blew open the window of truth in one blast.” – said 

Gerard Menuhin, son of legendary violinist and 

conductor Yehudi Menuhin, in February 2018  

 

Role Model on Trial - May 2020 

On 15th May 2020 an Australian-born Briton goes 

on trial in Dresden for “incitement” – not for 

terrorism or threats, but because of a 10-minute 

speech given to 300 mourners at a commemoration 

of the Allied terror bombing of Dresden in 1945. 

The charges have been brought under Germany’s 

draconian volksverhetzung law – Para 130 of the 

criminal code, against Lady Michèle Renouf, former 

wife of New Zealand banking tycoon Sir Francis 

(‘Frank the Bank’) Renouf who was honoured with 

the Verdienstkreuz by the then West German 

government. In 1990 the engaged couple travelled 

to Bonn for the award of Sir Frank’s medal, and as 

his fiancée Lady Renouf was given 

a Verdienstkreuz lapel ribbon. This honour related 

to Sir Frank’s pioneering role in persuading the 

German federal government to relax its 

conservative policies and invest its financial surplus 

on world markets. (For similar reasons he was 

knighted by Queen Elizabeth II.) 

In February 2018 Lady Renouf attended a public 

commemoration in central Dresden, marking the 

anniversary of the 1945 terror bombing by the 

Royal Air Force and the USAAF. Responding to an 

anti-British comment by someone in the crowd, 

Lady Renouf was invited to give a brief 

spontaneous speech in which she acknowledged 

Britain’s shame for its deliberate wartime policy of 

targeting civilians. 

During this speech she referred to the following 

facts: 

a) Many influential Britons at the time condemned 

Churchill’s barbaric terror bombing policy and the 

associated demand for unconditional surrender – 

such people included Lord Hankey (formerly Sir 

Maurice Hankey, founder of the modern civil 

service); the Rt Rev George Bell, Bishop of 

Chichester; Labour MP and future minister Richard 

Stokes; and government scientist and future 

bestselling novelist C.P. Snow. 

b) The terror bombing of Dresden was a literal 

Holocaust in which tens of thousands of civilians 

were burned alive. We shall never know the 

atrocity’s exact death toll, because the city was 

packed with refugees – uncounted and 

undocumented – fleeing from the advancing Soviet 

Red Army. 

c) The wider relevance of the Dresden war crime – 

Renouf emphasised – is that so-called ‘moral 

bombing’ of Dresden by the Second World War 

allies has effectively acted as a precedent for 

postwar crimes against civilians including the wars 

in Iraq and Afghanistan, which in turn has 

prompted unprecedented floods of refugees into 

Western Europe.   

d) The Allied justification for this targeting of 

civilians was that Britain and America were at war 

with Germany, yet this factor is ignored when 

discussing what has become known as the 

‘Holocaust’, an unchallengeable dogma taking the 

place of history.  

e) The simple fact that Jewish civilians were 

interned in camps is today regarded as a ‘war 

crime’ and part of ‘genocide’, regardless of what 

did or did not happen in the camps themselves, a 

topic which Lady Renouf did not address, knowing 

that it is illegal in Germany to debate such matters. 

It is odd to condemn internment itself as criminal, 

bearing in mind that both Britain and America 

interned enemy aliens. It is scarcely surprising that 

European Jews were placed in this “enemy alien” 

category, given the actions of the self-styled 

leaders of World Jewry who had as early as 1933 

declared economic war on Germany. Moreover the 

future founders of Israel such as Chaim Weizmann 

were actively engaged in a campaign of covert 

warfare, some of it contrary to international law, in 

collaboration with Britain’s Special Operations 

Executive. In itself it was not unreasonable for the 
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German authorities to intern large numbers of 

European Jews as potential collaborators in this 

covert war. 

It is for making these points in her brief impromptu 

February 2018 speech that Lady Renouf was 

arrested and now faces trial in Dresden on 15th 

May 2020 for offences which carry a maximum 

prison sentence of five years. 

Her trial will focus press and public attention on the 

extraordinary German laws that deny normal 

historical debate and rational argument. These and 

similar laws in many other European countries 

(though not so far in the UK) were condemned 

more than a decade ago by a coalition of eminent 

historians and other academics writing under the 

label ‘Appel de Blois’: these critics included the late 

Eric Hobsbawm; Jewish journalist and author 

Geoffrey Alderman; Italian historian Carlo 

Ginzburg; and the Oxford professor Timothy Garton 

Ash. 

Lady Renouf’s own background is not as an 

historian, scientist, lawyer or politician. So how did 

someone whose lifelong career since early 

childhood was as a model and advertising actress 

come to be on trial in Germany charged with 

having expressed forbidden opinions and having 

uttered forbidden historical facts? 

Born in 1946, Michèle Mainwaring was directed 

mainly to classical ballet studies from the age of 3 

to 23, eventually for a licentiateship at the Royal 

Academy of Dancing in London. Her earlier four 

years of undergraduate art studies at the National 

Art School were partly financed by her parallel 

modelling career (beginning at age 7) and prizes in 

beauty contests, including winning Radio 2HD’s 

Miss Beach Girl, Miss Newcastle & Hunter Valley, 

and Miss Zhivago. (The latter title, twenty years 

later was to bemuse Dr Zhivago’s co-star Omar 

Sharif, when he and Lady Renouf enjoyed gaming 

at London’s Ritz Hotel casino.) 

Having graduated with a Diploma in Art (Education) 

in 1968, she lectured in Fine Arts and introduced 

Media Studies at the Queensland University of 

Technology, Brisbane, Australia. 

At age 14 Michèle Mainwaring was performing as 

Gretel in Hansel and Gretel at the Sydney 

Conservatorium when the world-famous former 

Ballets Russes dancer and choreographer Kiril 

Vassilkovsky came backstage seeking to recruit her 

“ethereal quality” for the role as Clara in his 

production of The Nutcracker. However her mother 

would not allow her to leave school to joint the 

company! 

The young Michèle performed as Radio 2HD’s 

Shirley Temple, singing and tap dancing for the 

station’s famous children’s radio presenter Twink 

Storey as an infant performer and symbol of 

innocence in the postwar years. While the actual 

Shirley Temple became a US Ambassador, Lady 

Renouf in later life was to have a rather different 

involvement with diplomacy and politics – 

considered by some to have an ‘ambassadorial’ role 

as a champion for the rights of historical 

revisionism without exceptionalism! 

The future Lady Renouf came to England in the late 

1960s shortly before her marriage to the late 

Daniel Griaznoff, descendent of a Russian noble 

family. During the 1970s and 1980s she used her 

marital title of Countess Griaznoff in association 

with many charitable activities and became well-

known in London society. Prolific romantic novelist 

and socialite Barbara Cartland delighted in 

entertaining Count and Countess Griaznoff at her 

country home. Actors Edward Fox and his wife 

Joanna David generously contributed their 

celebrated artistry to charity soirees and balls 

hosted by the Griaznoffs at their Hampstead home. 

Meanwhile from age 15 Lady Renouf had been 

recruited into an international career as an 

advertising actress in television commercials 

alongside her modelling career. This led to 

magazine and television advertisements worldwide 

for products and companies as diverse as Deutsche 

Post, Tchibo coffee, British Airways, Cable & 

Wireless, Nissan cars, Lenthéric perfume, and 

hundreds more.  On screen she appeared with such 

legends as the Muppets and Dick Emery. In 1973 

(for example) she appeared as a 'Bond girl' in the 

BBC's arts documentary show Omnibus episode on 

The British Hero. 

In the mid-1990s Lady Renouf become a member 

of the fundraising advisory board for the 

reconstruction of Shakespeare’s Globe on Bankside, 

chairing the principal fundraising event. As a 

professional designer of garden mazes and knot 

gardens, she had also designed an Elizabethan knot 

garden and labyrinth for the Globe approved by the 

project’s head Sam Wanamaker, intended as part 

of the re-education of the general public in the 

coded poetic messages of flowers, familiar to a 

Tudor mindset but now lost: her knot garden 

project was featured in a major article for 

the Sunday Times. 

In this invited role Lady Renouf mobilised a range 

of contacts among London’s diplomatic corps (built 

up as a longstanding member of the Ladies’ 

Committee of the European-Atlantic Group) to 

assist in the Shakespeare’s Globe project, including 

Adm. William Crowe, US Ambassador and former 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who became 

a family friend; and Australian High Commissioner 

Neal Blewett. After completing raising funds for the 

construction of the Wardrobe of Robes room, 

behind the Globe’s stage (marked today by a 

bronze plaque) – Lady Renouf’s private tribute to 

her mother, who was a designer of ballet costumes 

– she also invited another family friend Buzz Aldrin, 

second man on the Moon, to include his 
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contribution to a time capsule buried beneath the 

reconstructed theatre. 

Oddly the first steps towards Lady Renouf’s 

involvement with “political” questions came as the 

result of a Jewish member of her Shakespeare’s 

Globe committee insisting on the entire menu at a 

fundraising dinner being kosher. Merely the 

appearance of a non-kosher item on the menu sent 

this woman into a rant about “tyranny” and “anti-

semitism”. 

Understandably Lady Renouf was puzzled by this 

inexplicable reaction, and this led her into further 

investigations of the taboo subject of “anti-

semitism”. She carried out extensive research into 

the composer Richard Wagner’s attitude to the 

Jewish question, and in 1997 published the 

monograph Richard Wagner's Art-work of the 

Future and Judaism: Inspirational or Conspiratorial. 

The central thesis of this monograph was that 

"anti-semitism" is a misnomer because it implies a 

racial critique of Jews, whereas one ought to focus 

on a cultural critique of Judaism. Her thesis 

attracted the attention of professors from 

Heidelberg University, who invited Lady Renouf to 

participate in a conference on Wagner at the 

German American Institute, Heidelberg. She was 

regularly honoured by invitations from the late 

Wolfgang and Gudrun Wagner to their private 

supper intervals at the Bayreuth Festival, where for 

a decade she sat at the right-hand of the 

composer's grandson. Lady Renouf's monograph 

was sold at the Festspielhaus book kiosk. 

Soon afterwards the notable Wagner scholar 

Rudolph Sabor (1914-2013) cast Lady Renouf to 

star in his play about the composer's life that was 

due to be staged at the New End Theatre, 

Hampstead, which had been booked for a three-

week run. Mr Sabor (a Berlin-born Jewish 

musicologist) came under pressure from Lady 

Young (wife of Thatcher-era cabinet minister Lord 

Young) who withdrew her and others' funding from 

the production, forcing its cancellation, after Mr 

Sabor refused to replace Lady Renouf. 

At the end of the 1990s Lady Renouf visited 

Palestine with her high society chum the Bey of 

Haifa, Jeannot Khayat, who informed her for the 

first time about the outrageous “absentee law” 

whereby Palestinian homes can be confiscated by 

the Israeli state if their owners leave the country 

even for a holiday. 

Early in the 2000s she met and recorded interviews 

with British veterans of the war against Zionist 

terrorism in Palestine, 1945-48. These included 

unique interviews by the late Phillip Knightley with 

British Army veteran and author Eric Lowe – now 

archived at St Antony’s College, Oxford. Some of 

these landmark interviews (in cooperation with 

anti-Zionist Neturei Karta rabbis, Palestinian 

diplomats, and commentators including Israel 

Shamir and Gilad Atzmon) appeared in Lady 

Renouf’s first documentary film projects, Palestine 

Scrapbook and Israel in Flagrante: Caught in Acts 

of Twistspeak, screened at the House of Lords and 

House of Commons, under the auspices of Dr 

James Thring and Lord Stoddart. 

In 2000 Lady Renouf attended the London trial of a 

libel case brought by the British historian David 

Irving against the Jewish-American author Deborah 

Lipstadt: this was the first she had heard of 

debates around the “Holocaust”, but she later 

became aware of a worldwide campaign of 

persecution against historical sceptics, notably the 

jailing of Ernst Zündel, Germar Rudolf, Wolfgang 

Fröhlich, Gerd Honsik, Monika and Alfred Schaefer, 

and Ursula Haverbeck – including their lawyers 

Horst Mahler and Sylvia Stolz.  In 2006 she 

attended David Irving’s trial in Austria, where he 

was sentenced to three years imprisonment, 

eventually being released after one year thanks to 

an appeal filed by celebrated Viennese attorney Dr 

Herbert Schaller. (In the recent film Denial, an 

actress plays the part of Lady Renouf, seated on 

the court bench as the sole observer on Irving’s 

side of the court throughout the hearings.) 

During the summer of 2001 Lady Renouf arranged 

a meeting between Irving and Prince Fahd bin 

Salman of Saudi Arabia, eldest son of the present 

King Salman. Prince Fahd was owner of many 

racehorses including the 1991 Derby winner 

Generous, who was celebrated in a hillside maze 

garden designed by Lady Renouf, a friend of the 

Prince and Princess, at their Harewood estate in 

Surrey where Queen Elizabeth II had planted a 

tree. In a telephone call from Riyadh following their 

meeting, Prince Fahd confirmed his intention to 

purchase the entire property including Irving’s flat 

in Duke Street, Mayfair, and turn it into a “Real 

History Institute”, but he died suddenly a day later 

aged only 46. 

One consequence of Lady Renouf’s defence of 

Irving was that a cabal of opponents engineered 

her expulsion from the Reform Club in 2003, 

following an earlier unsuccessful attempt to expel 

her in 2002 (when she was defended by eminent 

pollster Sir Bob Worcester). Lady Renouf had 

invited Irving to an event at the Reform Club 

(alongside family friend Count Nikolai Tolstoy) in 

the week of the Lipstadt trial verdict. 

Since 2006 Lady Renouf’s Telling Films has 

produced many DVDs on the stifling of historical 

debate and the persecution of revisionist historians, 

scientists, authors, publishers, and latterly even 

their lawyers. These documentaries include Jailing 

Opinions, focused on the prosecutions of Irving in 

Vienna (Austria), Ernst Zündel in Toronto (Canada), 

and Robert Faurisson in Paris (France), and later 

documentary films such as Dresden Holocaust 1945 

– An Apology to Germany is Due; Out and 

Unbowed, about Ernst Zündel’s trials and 
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imprisonment; Mourning the Victims, Naming the 

Culprits about the British torture centre at Bad 

Nenndorf (Germany); and many others. 

In 2006 Lady Renouf attended and spoke at the 

International Conference to Review the Global 

Vision of the Holocaust, hosted in Tehran at the 

instigation of Iran’s then-President Mahmoud 

Ahmadinejad. The topic of her conference address 

was “Psychology of Holocaustianity” – an echo of 

her postgraduate studies in Psychology of Religion 

a few years earlier at London University’s Heythrop 

College. Veteran revisionist scholar and literary 

document analyst Professor Robert Faurisson said 

that he gave Lady Renouf’s speech “20 out of 20”! 

Nominated by Prof. Faurisson, Lady Renouf was 

elected to serve on a five-member international 

fact-finding committee created at the end of the 

Tehran conference to advance research and 

support informed historical debate. 

Between 2006 and 2020 Lady Renouf has been 

interviewed in many television and radio debates 

and discussions opposite (for example) Prof. 

Norman Finkelstein; former CIA officer Dr George 

Lambrakis; Dr Nicholas Kollerstrom; the Rev. 

Stephen Sizer; and Dmitry Shimelfarb, former 

adviser and press spokesman for Israeli Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. In 2005 she was 

honoured with the George Orwell Award by the 

Canadian Free Speech League, and has spoken at 

conferences in Canada, the USA and Mexico. 

Several of these speeches, films and interviews 

have focused on Lady Renouf’s campaign to raise 

awareness about the first, pre-Israel Jewish 

Homeland option in Birobidjan – the Jewish 

Autonomous Region created in 1928 in the former 

Soviet Union and still flourishing to this day in 

Vladimir Putin’s Russia. 

When the Australian revisionist Dr Fredrick Töben 

was arrested at London’s Heathrow Airport in 

October 2008 and subjected to a European Arrest 

Warrant seeking his extradition to face criminal 

opinion charges in Germany, Lady Renouf mobilised 

a defence team that successfully opposed the 

warrant as invalid, forcing the German authorities 

to back down and accept his release. The Töben 

case proved an important precedent in relation to 

the traditional Catholic Bishop Richard Williamson, 

who was convicted in Germany for answers he gave 

to a Swedish television crew in November 2008, 

but who as a consequence of the success in 

Töben’s case, could not be subjected to a European 

Arrest Warrant. On Bishop Williamson’s return to 

London in 2009 he was met at the airport by Lady 

Renouf, who gave interviews to BBC Radio 4 and 

the World Service later that day, in which she 

debated the issues involved with Deborah Lipstadt 

and the late Greville Janner of the World Jewish 

Congress. 

Now those same German authorities are seeking 

revenge in a wholly unwarranted prosecution of a 

British citizen for a perfectly normal and reasonable 

(though unplanned and unprepared) speech in 

Dresden two years ago, a speech intended as a 

humble acknowledgment of British guilt and 

contrition for a terrible crime against German 

civilians committed 75 years ago. 

By this politically-motivated prosecution, the 

moribund Merkel government’s servants in the 

German state apparatus dishonour their own dead, 

and discredit themselves before the world’s media. 

Lady Renouf’s former husband Sir Frank Renouf 

was a prisoner-of-war in Germany for four years 

following his capture after parachuting into Greece 

on 26th April 1941.  His time in an officers’ 

prisoner-of-war camp in Bavaria was well spent 

learning German from a friendly guard with the aid 

of Schiller’s poetry, building a tennis court, 

enjoying Red Cross food parcels, and conducting a 

correspondence course with Worcester College, 

Oxford, where he was admitted for a postwar 

degree.  His German connections were 

strengthened after the war as a friend of British 

Prime Minister Edward Heath and eminent figures 

in European banking including the British Lord 

Kindersley (a director of the Bank of England) and 

the German Hermann Abs (a director of Deutsche 

Bank). The Renoufs’ matrimonial home at 37 Eaton 

Square, Belgravia, had during the 1930s been the 

home of British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, 

who immediately before the Second World War 

rented out this same property as the home of 

German Ambassador Joachim von Ribbentrop – the 

first prisoner executed by the Allies at Nuremberg 

in 1946. 

It remains to be seen whether 21st century 

Germany will be as hospitable to Lady Renouf as 

wartime Germany was to her former husband! 

- Friends and international observers will be 

welcome to attend the trial. Twitter and blog 

accounts carrying regular updates on the Renouf 

case will be online soon; check:  

 
*https://twitter.com/ModelTrial for details. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

J. P. Waldthausen 
Sent: Monday, 16 March 2020, 12:40:40 pm AEST  
Subject: Re: Michèle Renouf trial date set - May 15th 
2020 

Dear Mr. Rushton, 

Dear Lady Renouf, 

I was absolutely stunned when receiving and 

reading your report on the impending trial of Lady 

Renouf. As you may be aware, i am a German 

citizen in self-imposed exile, and one who is 

concerned and thankful for all those who help to 

restore Germany's good name, especially when 

https://twitter.com/ModelTrial
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they are not connected to Germany by birth, 

heritage or educational "software". My grandfather 

Walter Cramer, a leading textile industrialist, who 

was part of Operation "Valkyrie", paid with his life 

for attempting to restore Germany's good name 

with his activity. 

I had not previously read much about you, dearly 

admired Lady Renouf, whom i included relatively 

recently to our forum's list, and therefore feel 

deeply honored by receiving this invitation and 

information about a previously unrecognized (by 

me) giant of truth seeking for humanity.  

I would feel honored to be able to attend your trial 

and wish you godspeed. 

With heartfelt admiration, 

yours sincerely 

Jobst Peter Waldthausen 
Puerto Plata, Dom. Rep. 
 
P.S. I am taking the liberty to copy this to our forum. 
 
PPS. I admire Gerard Menuhin, but he opted out of our 
forum, because he does not share my interest in 

uncovering Hitler's true background. 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dagmar Brenne 
Sent: Tuesday, 17 March 2020 3:51 PM 

Subject: Michèle Renouf trial date set - May 15th 2020 

Dear friends, 

I am writing in response to Mr. JP. Waldhausen’s 

letter. 

Without any doubt is Mrs Renouf a personality to 

be regarded with international interest 

I had been present in Dresden when Michelle 

Renouf gave a speech lasting at least 25 minutes. 

It was not a 10 minute speech. The occasion in 

Dresden was a gathering in remembrance of the 

bombing horror of Dresden in 1945. It was meant 

to be a "Trauer Marsch", not a political rally. 

A German lady had warned Mrs. Renouf not to 

speak, especially with Mrs. Renouf as a British 

citizen. It was seen as particularly inappropriate in 

regards to the Dresden bombing horror being a 

British and American enterprise, but Mrs. Renouf 

was not to be dissuaded. 

I too found it most inappropriate for Michelle 

Renouf, not only speaking at length but jumping 

the queue and speaking before other speakers who 

were meant to speak at the event. I must stress 

the occasion was a "Trauermarsch", not a political 

rally. 

I must mention that Michelle Renouf, even though 

she has a residence in Hessen, Germany, has never 

even attempted to learn German and the entire 

speech had to be translated by a young man, who 

happened to be present. To understand German 

conditions you must realise that even quoting 

someone´s utterance can get you into deep trouble 

with the state watchdogs or even a solicitor who 

speaks on behalf of his client can get a prison 

sentence. Here I point to Sylvia Stolz. 

After Michelle Renouf’s speech the entire gathering 

in Dresden was called off, Police got into battle 

formation and many people were delayed for hours 

from leaving the venue. 

In summary: Mrs Renouf had no business to speak 

in Dresden and her political utterances were not 

fitting the occasion. It was a German gathering, 

expressing German sadness over the incredible 

barbarity of the bombing of Dresden by the British 

and Americans. 

A friend of mine, a refugee from Silesia, who saw 

the destroyed city in 1945 when the Russians were 

occupying Dresden said that Russian soldiers shook 

their heads at the destruction and said: it was not 

the Russians who did this. 

Mrs. Renouf has to learn that her presence is not 

always appreciated as of foremost importance. 

And Mr. Waldhausen has to learn that even a well-

meaning Jew, as Mr. Menuhin, cannot ever be a 

friend of a German. We are worlds apart and ever 

will be. 

With friendly greetings 

Dagmar Brenne 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  
J. P. Waldthausen 

Sent: Wednesday, 18 March 2020 6:51 AM 
To: Dagmar Brenne 
Cc: Michele; *Fredrick Toben; *Otto Sturhahn; *Harry 
Cooper; *Peter Rushton 
Subject: Re: Aw: FW: Michèle Renouf trial date set - May 
15th 2020 

Dear Mrs. Brenne, 

Thank you for sending me your opinion on Lady 

Michele Renouf's (MR) involvement at the Dresden 

commemoration. As a fighter for truth and love I 

feel so disturbed by some of your relatively harsh 

and belittling remarks, as to question your 

underlying motivation. Here is my reaction to some 

of your points: 

1. I regard MR's involvement in Dresden from a 

perspective of spiritual/philosophical interest in the 

battle of good versus evil on this planet. She is one 

of the rare voices daring to challenge the 

questionable perceptions of permitted "politically 

correct" history, in the face of overwhelming odds. 

What better occasion than the commemoration of 

one of the greatest single atrocities perpetrated by 

the forces of evil. If a German person of high 

standing raised their voice against those forces, 

he/she might be considered to be a whining loser, 

whereas a British person of high standing can 

automatically have much more credibility. Having 

been asked not to speak and nevertheless standing 
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up to speak, is, in my eyes, an act of great courage 

and dedication to her ideals. Was the lady advising 

her not to speak, a hidden Zionist? 

2. To try and make her look like a liar for 

mentioning a 10 minute speech, which in reality 

took 25 minutes is disingenuous, What if she had 

rehearsed the speech beforehand and it came in as 

10 or 12 minutes, but was lengthened by the 

involvement of the mentioned translator? I 

consider this point to constitute unnecessary 

intellectual dishonesty on your part, unless you are 

secretly promoting a paid "necessary" Zionist 

agenda. By Zionism I mean the criminal trillionaire 

Rothschild money-printing mafia, which uses 

innocent Jewish people as the recruiting ground for 

the Rothschild's world-wide domination of politics, 

finance, Christian churches and secret societies. 

3. What makes me think about Zionism? Because 

you mention that the "Dresden bombing horror was 

a British/American enterprise". Churchill and 

Roosevelt were pure Zionists of some Jewish 

ancestry, as was their agent Adolf Hitler. In other 

words: The Dresden bombing horror was part of 

the genocidal Zionist agenda against Christian 

Germany, which was also the cause of both world 

wars, which, at the same time, helped to reduce 

the population of Christian Russians by tens of 

millions also. At the website of my Jewish friend Dr. 

Henry Makow you will find unvarnished information 

about these things: 

*https://www.savethemales.ca/archives.html  

His daily article today blames the same forces for 

the outbreak of the latest corona virus.... 

4. Your last paragraph is pure cabalist nonsense! 

Thanks anyway, Dagmar, for your effort, 

Regards, 

Jobst Waldthausen 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Dagmar Brenne 

Sent: Wednesday, 17 March 2020 5:41 PM 
To: J. P. Waldthausen 
Subject: Michèle Renouf trial date set - May 15th 
2020 

Dear Mr. Waldhausen, 

My reply is the pure gut feeling of an honest 

German who had lived for 50 years in Australia and 

has returned to be with and support her own 

people. 

You, dear Mr. Waldhausen are trying to interpret all 

kinds of motives into my writing: Zionist, Cabbalist, 

Rothschild recruiting drive and similar high falluting 

agendas. No doubt am I an old jealous bitch, as 

another writer had suggested, envious of M. 

Renouf´s good looks and charisma. 

Nevertheless I stand by my words and simply feel 

that Michéle Renouf had seen an opportunity to 

grab the limelight and went for it. 

And, you might be right, the fact that Nicolai had to 

translate the speech had certainly lenghtened the 

time of her speech. 

Now, in the reverse situation, I could not see 

myself as a German at a commemoration for the 

London Blitz taking the microphone and holding 

forth about all kinds of things concerning modern 

English conditions. Can you understand my drift? 

Greetings 

Dagmar Brenne 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

J. P. Waldthausen 
To: "Dagmar Brenne"  
Sent: Wednesday, 18 March 2020 
Subject: Re: Aw: Re: FW: Michèle Renouf trial date set - 
May 15th 2020 

Thanks Dagmar 

Good to hear from you and your thoughts. I prefer 

to know that Australian woman egos are at play 

here rather than some insidious political agendas. 

Not factored into my opinion of the event is the fact 

that I'm not aware of the speech's content. 

BTW, my father was born in Sydney-Darling Point, 

my uncle lived in Sydney-Wahroonga and my wife 

and I enjoyed our 6 months in Sydney-Kirribilli, 

learning the wool trade. 

Kind greetings, 

Jobst 

____________________________________________________  

Antisemitism is at its core a conspiracy theory

 
Julie Nathan is the Research Director for the Executive 
Council of Australian Jewry, the peak representative body 
of the Australian Jewish community, and is the author of 
the annual ECAJ Report on Antisemitism in Australia.  

Antisemitism is at its core a conspiracy theory. It is 

based in the irrational belief that “the Jews”, a 

numerically tiny and historically marginalised ethnic 

and religious group, have been conspiring to cause 

harm to others, undermining and manipulating, for 

their own nefarious purposes. It is not what Jews 

do or not do, but what antisemites ascribe to Jews.  

The deluded imaginings of antisemites are beyond 

reason and know no bounds. It is about 

mythological Jews rather than real Jews. 

Antisemitism is premised on two myths: that “the 

https://www.savethemales.ca/archives.html
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Jews” are innately evil and immensely powerful. 

Most of the predominant and deadly myths about 

Jews involve conspiracy theories – the belief that 

Jews, more commonly expressed as “the Jews”, 

conspire to harm others.  

The accusation that “the Jews” are “Christ-killers”, 

cemented into Christian theology by St John 

Chrysostom from 386 CE, is based on two ideas: 

that as “Christ-killers”, the Jews were both 

intrinsically evil and absolutely powerful, to be not 

only willing, but able, to kill the Christian deity. 

This became the seed-bed of anti-Jewish 

accusations and conspiracy theories about Jews 

down through the centuries. It took hold and 

developed deep roots in the psyche of European 

Christians. 

The Blood Libel accusation arose in the Middle 

Ages, in 1144. It was believed that Jews killed 

Christian children and used their blood in the 

making of matzah, the special bread eaten during 

Passover. The myth was spread from pulpit and 

market. Some popes tried to denounce it as the lie 

it was. Jewish law and practice forbade the 

consumption of any blood, even a speck of blood in 

an egg rendered the egg ineligible for consumption. 

And yet, millions of European Christians believed 

the lie, and acted on it – by murdering Jews. 

The charge of “Desecration of the Host” arose 

within thirty years of the Catholic Church adopting, 

in 1215, the belief in transubstantiation, that the 

Eucharist wine and bread became the actual blood 

and body of Jesus of Nazareth. Jews were accused 

of conspiring to steal and torture the wafer, by 

sticking pins into it, as a means of torturing Jesus. 

The fact that Jews did not believe in 

transubstantiation or voodoo was irrelevant to the 

Christian authorities. For over four centuries, Jews 

were executed and massacred, often by being 

burned, in the multitudes. 

The Black Death that killed tens of millions of 

people, a third of the population in Europe, from 

1347 onwards was often blamed on the Jews. A 

myth was developed that the bubonic plague was 

caused by an international conspiracy of Jewry to 

poison and destroy Christendom. The Jews were 

accused of poisoning the water-wells. In frenzied 

retaliation, whole Jewish communities throughout 

Europe were slaughtered ― more than 200 Jewish 

communities were wiped out. We now know that 

the bubonic plague was caused by plague-infected 

fleas on rats. But the trope of Jews as well-

poisoners and plague-spreaders remains alive even 

today. 

Communism was characterised as a Jewish 

conspiracy to undermine and destroy capitalism. 

The most popular ‘evidence’ produced was that Karl 

Marx, one of the most prominent communist 

ideologues, was born a Jew. The fact that he was 

converted to Christianity at age six is conveniently 

ignored. And so is the fact that Communism has 

devastated Jewish communities wherever it has 

ruled, including millions of Jews in the USSR, and 

yet communism is still touted as being a “Jewish 

plot”. At the same time as being accused of being 

behind communism, Jews were also accused of 

being behind capitalism – controlling the banks, 

international finance, stock exchanges – and were 

portrayed as Shylock and Fagin. 

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, first 

published in 1903, was a document fabricated by 

the Russian secret police, as a weapon to be used 

against Jews in Russia, and to deflect anti-Czarist 

sentiment. The Protocols purported to set out a 

secret plot by leaders of “international Jewry” to 

take control of and rule the world. In short, it 

claimed that Jews aimed to influence, infiltrate and 

take control of governments, the media, and the 

banks; Jews were supposedly plotting to undermine 

and corrupt religion, morality, culture and 

society. The Protocols have been cited repeatedly 

by those advocating violence or even genocide 

against the Jewish people, from Russian pogromists 

to Hitler and Hamas. 

National Socialism (Nazism) is constructed around 

a racial theory and a conspiracy theory. Nazi 

ideology subscribes to the long-discredited pseudo-

scientific racial theories of a superior “Aryan race” 

and a sub-human “Jewish race”. Despite regarding 

Jews as “sub-human”, Nazi ideology subscribes to 

conspiracy theories that “the Jews” were so 

powerful that they manipulate and control 

governments, finance and media, with the aim of 

totally dominating the world. Nazism therefore 

designates “the Jews” as the most dangerous 

threat to the “natural supremacy” of the “Aryan 

race”. Nazis believe that for “the Aryan race” 

to assert its “natural supremacy”, Jews must be 

annihilated from the earth. The Nazis and their 

collaborators were able to round up and murder six 

million Jews – and the Jews, despite Nazi belief in 

“Jewish power”, were powerless to stop the 

genocide. 

The 9/11 terrorist attacks on the USA in September 

2001 by Islamist terrorists spurred a conspiracy 

theory that “the Jews” were behind the attacks. It 

was often portrayed as a plot by “the Jews” to 

foment war between the Christian West and the 

Muslim world. Rumours that Jewish workers at the 

World Trade Centre had been forewarned and so 

did not come to work that day sprouted, despite 

the fact that of the 2,606 people murdered that day 

in the World Trade Centre itself, over 400 were 

Jews, ie one in six deaths. 

Within the contemporary Islamic world, there has 

been many bizarre conspiracy theories. Israel/Jews 

were blamed for the 2004 tsunami in Asia which 

killed over 200,000 people, mostly Muslim. In 

2008, Israel was accused of being able to train rats 

to bite only Arabs but to leave Jews alone. In 2010, 

Israel was accused of training sharks to attack 

people at an Egyptian resort to destroy the tourism 

trade. Some Islamic clerics preach that Jews are 
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evil and conspire to dominate the world, and so 

must be destroyed. Islamist groups like the Muslim 

Brotherhood, Hamas, Hezbollah, Al-Qaeda, Daesh 

(ISIS), and others, seek to destroy and eliminate 

the Jewish people as they believe that “the Jews” 

conspire and plot to destroy not only Islam, but 

humanity – ideas often based on the writings of 

Sayyid Qutb and Nazi ideology, as well as Islamic 

texts. 

The theory of “White Replacement” (sometimes 

called “White Genocide”) is the false belief that 

there is a global conspiracy, usually described as 

orchestrated by “the Jews,” to “import” non-

Europeans ― especially Africans, Asians and Arabs 

― and Muslims into Europe, North America and 

Australasia for the express purpose of subjugating 

and decimating the European races and destroying 

Western civilisation. Those who subscribe to the 

“White Replacement” myth believe that through 

such mass immigration, people of ethnic European 

background will become a minority group, 

outnumbered and dominated ― that is, replaced ― 

in countries where once they were a majority of the 

population. 

No matter how trivial or important a matter, a way 

is found to cast “the Jews” as being the plotters or 

puppet-masters, the manipulators or the hidden 

hand. No matter how irrational or nonsensical the 

claim, it is often hard to dislodge such beliefs from 

the mind of an antisemite. Logic and facts have no 

influence on such a mindset. 

The default position is that if a Jew, even one Jew, 

is involved, then that is enough to claim it as 

“evidence” of it being a “Jewish plot”. Jews are not 

seen as doing anything normal or mundane – Jews, 

individually and collectively, are seen, by 

conspiracy theorists and antisemites in general, as 

always having a hidden agenda and pernicious 

purpose. 

Jews are a mere 14 million people in the world, 

comprising 0.2 % of the world’s population of 7.8 

billion people. And yet, Jews are considered to be 

so powerful that they manipulate and control 

countries like the USA, Russia, Saudi Arabia, China, 

and even Iran, and control most, if not all, of the 

banks and media throughout the world. 

A conspiracy theory is the belief that events are not 

random or consequential, but rather are 

orchestrated by people who are manipulating 

events for their own malevolent agenda. This type 

of mental gymnastics and cognitive dissonance 

appeals to people who fear the randomness and 

therefore the powerlessness over many life events, 

from disease to automobile accidents to tsunamis. 

But it has two main benefits to them. Firstly, it 

makes them feel secure in the idea that all bad 

things are orchestrated, that nothing is random, 

and therefore all evil is preventable. Secondly, it 

makes them feel smug and intelligent because they 

believe that they are the only ones clever enough 

to see ‘the truth’. The great majority of conspiracy 

theories place “the Jews” as the conspirators 

orchestrating evil in the world. 

There are indeed many problems throughout the 

world – poverty, corruption, hatred, racism, 

violence, wars, domestic violence, child abuse, 

exploitation, slavery, and many more. Such 

problems can only be addressed by knowing the 

causes and how to work to fix them. 

Conspiracy theorists are never going to solve one 

problem, no matter how small, because they blame 

some mythical culprit, an imagined being. All that 

conspiracy theorists manage to do is threefold: to 

show that their own deranged mind is impervious 

to reason, to make life uncomfortable, and often 

deadly, for the innocent people they target, and to 

divert attention away from the real causes of 

problems in society. They are thus aggravating 

societal problems and hence become a problem 

themselves. 

Where ignorance and hatred rule the human mind 

and heart, people will believe the most deluded and 

irrational things. In the end, antisemitism tells 

more about the antisemite than anything about 

Jews. 
Comment: 

Mark Mazur 

A historical narrative is usually based on conflicts 
between groups and individuals, here the sole 
explanation is we the goyim are psychos.  

Isreal is the eighth most powerful country on this planet 
(according to its leader). Israel + world Jewry are maybe 
in the top five. 

 The American Congress is three times more Jewish than 

the United States as a whole. 

In pre-war Poland, and in pre-war Hungary, tiny Jewish 
minorities owned 23-40 percent of the economy 
(depending on the estimation used.) 

Jews (less than 2 percent of the total population) held 34 
percent of the posts in the central apparatus of NKVD 
(basically the Soviet Gestapo), 6 percent of the Soviet 

ruling elites, 10 percent of the leadership of all Soviet 
economic agencies (from "Becoming Soviet Jews.") 

It was like that in Poland and in Hungary too! 

The Black Death provoked mass violence against 
"witches," clerics, beggars, others, too - it wasn't only 
Jews. 

Such a litany of grievances doesn't answer the questions: 
was it a norm at that time, did it happen to others too, 
why did it happen. 

Antipathy and hate are usually proportional to influence 
or visibility; nobody hates Luxemburgians, but lots of 
people hate the Americans, Germans, Russians, Jews. 

*https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/antisemitism-is-at-
core-a-conspiracy-theory/  

--------------------------  
Anyone who accuses another person of 

Antisemitism is usually well-versed in the the 

divide-rule principles found in Jerusalem 

https://www.facebook.com/w.m.mazur
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/antisemitism-is-at-core-a-conspiracy-theory/
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/antisemitism-is-at-core-a-conspiracy-theory/
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Talmud/Palestinian Talmud - or Talmuda de-Eretz 

Yisrael = Gemara –Mishnah.  

Add to that German philosopher Martin Heidegger’s 
pithy comment – The Jews, with their marked gift for 

calculating, live, already for the longest time, according 
to the principle of race, which is why they are resisting its 

consistent application with utmost violence  – and you 

will understand how Nikolai Nerling-Volkslehrer 
defeats Barrie Kosky’s futile attempt to defame 

Nerling as an “antisemite”. 

At the end of the following clip Kosky insults 

Nerling but then loses the argument, especially 

when Nerling references Talmud, which is the 

Jewish Achiles heel when playing the victim and 

accusing others of “antisemitism”. 

FT comment: Little wonder that NSW Supreme Court – 

now Appeal Court – Justice Lucy McCallum feared to run 

my defamation case because this very matter would have 

been brought up as a defence. So, in order to avoid the 

clarification, she further insulted me by claiming 

/divining my intention was “an abuse of process” 

because all I wished to do was to talk about matters 

Holocaust. I would have thought that she did learn some 

philosophical principles from her philosophy professor 

father! 

My defamation action arose out of accusations that I was 

fabricating Holocaust-Shoah history, was an antisemite 

and a Holocaust denier, yet I was not afforded the 

opportunity to defend myself against such defamatory 

comments. 

Defenders of the Holocaust-Shoah dogma/belief 

system/world view refuse to discuss or question or 

define its terminology because they will do anything for 

that not to occur – and hence have legally locked up the 

topic with the threat of loss of livelihood and prison. It is 

indeed enforcing silence through a “blasphemy law” 

where TRUTH is no defence. 

Ref.: 1. Toben v MathiesonToben v Nationwide News Pty 

Limited [2013] NSWSC 1530 (18 October 2013) [79%] 

(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 18 October 

2013; 39 KB)      

2.  Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd; Toben v Mathieson 

[2015] NSWSC 1784 (30 November 2015) [100%] 

(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 30 November 

2015; 89 KB)      

3. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd; Toben v Mathieson 

(No 3) [2015] NSWSC 1862 (3 December 2015) [100%] 

(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 3 December 

2015; 15 KB)      

4. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd; Toben v Mathieson 

(No 4) [2016] NSWSC 224 (14 March 2016) [100%] 

(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 14 March 

2016; 11 KB)      

5. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2016] NSWCA 296 

(4 November 2016) [79%] 

(From Supreme Court of New South Wales - Court of 

Appeal; 4 November 2016; 152 KB)      

6. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Ors [2017] HCASL 

73 (30 March 2017) [79%] 

(From High Court of Australia Special Leave Dispositions; 

30 March 2017; 5 KB)     

 

Here are a few examples of Barrie Kosky trying to entrap 

the Volkslehrer into his perverse world view. The 

following Kosky words on the screen are taken from the 

clip: 

 

 

 
Kosky finds it offensive to use “deutsche Volk” and 

Volkslehrer concludes that this disqualifies him from 

being a member of the Deutsche Volk! 

 
If there is such a word as Antisemite, then there must 

also be Semite, which the Volkslehrer asks Kosky to 

define – and Kosky’s response: ‘I don’t answer your 

questions, You answer mine!’ 

 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2013/1530.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2013/1530.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2015/1784.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2015/1784.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2015/1862.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2015/1862.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2016/224.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC/2016/224.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWSC
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWCA/2016/296.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/nsw/NSWCA/2016/296.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWCA
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWCA
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/cth/HCASL/2017/73.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/disp.pl/au/cases/cth/HCASL/2017/73.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Toben%20and%20Nationwide%20News%20)
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCASL
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Kosky asks Volkslehrer: ‘When is one a Jew hater?’ 

 
VL responds: When a Jew says to someone they are a Jew 

hater! 

 

 

 
VL considers the whole Kippa event in Berlin part of a 

guilt-tripping cult for Germans, which he rejects. 

 
VL: The Kippa was used as an anti-German object 
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VL: Why should this be propitious for Germans? 

 

 

 
VL: There is a great differtence between Jewish and 

German culture. 
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VL: If you say so, then that’s it! 

 

 

 

 

 
VL: Sie sind voller hass – 
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VL: Re-education process is not a conspiracy theory – it’s 

a fact. 

 
VL: - is worried when individuals tattoo themselves – 

 
VL: Why is it forbidden to raise your hand? We have 

differing worldviews, why is National Socialism verboten? 

 
Holocaust commemoration day – 

 
VL: What was written was a form of anti-Germanism. 
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VL: ‘Ja, und leider sind die Mehrheit der Juden so wie Sie! 

– Yes, and unfortunately the majority of Jew are like 

you!’ 

VL also says to the fleeing Kosky: ‘Sie wissen was im 

Talmud steht, oder und wer Menschen einteilt? – You 

know what is written in Talmud and how it divides 

humanity?’ 

 
VL after Kosky storms off : ‘Wer ist da hasserfüllt – who 

is the one filled with hate?’ 

--------------------------------------------- 

… time to watch it again at: *https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPBWDZEDbp8

 _____________________________________________________  
Foreign Investment Board braces for Chinese takeovers of distressed Australian assets 

By Samantha Hutchinson and Anthony Galloway 

March 26, 2020 — 10.27pm 

There is growing concern within the Morrison government 
about how to handle foreign takeovers of Australian 
businesses which have ended up in financial strife as a 
result of the outbreak of the coronavirus. 

The Foreign Investment Review Board is bracing for 

attempts by foreign companies, particularly from China, 

to take over distressed Australian businesses and assets. 

The concern has sparked calls from Liberal MPs to revisit 
the criteria for FIRB approval of foreign acquisitions, 
including putting a greater emphasis on company links 
with foreign governments. 

While no such cases are before the FIRB, Treasurer Josh 
Frydenberg has privately expressed concern about 

Australian assets ending up in the hands of opportunistic 
foreign interests over the coming months when more 
companies are expected to fold. 

The FIRB is alive to the issue and is preparing for foreign 
investors to take more of an interest in Australian 
companies as economic activity cools, according to senior 

government sources. 

The chair of the federal parliament's powerful intelligence 
and security committee, Liberal MP Andrew Hastie, has 
also raised the issue directly with the FIRB. 

Mr Hastie told The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald 
the COVID-19 outbreak had left the Australian business 
sector vulnerable to predatory behaviour by "foreign 

state-owned enterprises working contrary to our national 
interest. More than ever, we need to protect ourselves 
from geo-strategic moves masquerading as legitimate 
business," Mr Hastie said. 

Victorian Liberal MP Tim Wilson, who also sits on the 
intelligence and security committee, said FIRB approval 
may need to be more broadly interpreted to keep some 

businesses and assets from being "preyed upon as an 
easy out" during the COVID-19 outbreak. 

"We can't allow foreign state-owned enterprises and their 
business fronts to use COVID-19's economic carnage as 
a gateway to swoop distressed businesses and assets," 
Mr Wilson said. 

The current thresholds for referral to the FIRB include 

$15 million for agricultural land and $60 million for 

agribusinesses. 

According to some advocacy groups, foreign investors 
could present a valuable lifeline to struggling Australian 
companies in the coming months. But each case should 
be assessed on its implications for national security, 
Grattan Institute executive director John Daley said. 

"I can see why people are nervy about telco assets and 

energy assets ... but the bulk of assets which are going 
to be discounted at the moment are retail businesses, 
and if someone from China wants to buy a chain of 
hairdressers or a retailer, then good luck to them," he 
said. "Foreign buyers of distressed assets aren't 
necessarily bad buyers." 

Utilities providers and hard infrastructure assets such as 
ports, would also require special consideration from the 

FIRB and policy makers in the event of foreign interest, 
Mr Daley said, but there was little evidence of serious 
foreign interest yet. 

In a statement, Treasury said it did not comment on 
particular cases it was looking at under the foreign 
investment screening regime. 

"Under the Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act, the 
Treasurer reviews foreign investment proposals against 
the national interest on a case-by-case basis," the 
department said. 

*https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/foreign-
investment-board-braces-for-chinese-takeovers-of-
distressed-australian-assets-20200326-p54e3z.html 

__________________________________________________  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPBWDZEDbp8
https://www.smh.com.au/by/samantha-hutchinson-h17gdi
https://www.smh.com.au/by/anthony-galloway-p4yvn5
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/foreign-investment-board-braces-for-chinese-takeovers-of-distressed-australian-assets-20200326-p54e3z.html
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/foreign-investment-board-braces-for-chinese-takeovers-of-distressed-australian-assets-20200326-p54e3z.html
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/foreign-investment-board-braces-for-chinese-takeovers-of-distressed-australian-assets-20200326-p54e3z.html

